
PRIVADA



DISTINCTIVE.
EXCLUSIVE.
YOURS. PRIVADA® Cubicles combine 

elevated aesthetics with modern 

function to solve high-end 

restroom design challenges. 

Interlocking panels eliminate 

sightlines and form flush surfaces. 

Occupancy indicators provide 

peace of mind. Recessed foot 

pedestals create a floating 

effect. Doors close on their own, 

smoothly and gradually. 

Choose from a variety of heights, 

colors, finishes and hardware. 

It all adds up to a distinctive 

experience that exclusive 

restroom projects deserve.  



ELEVATED 
DESIGN

www.privadacubicles.com



THINK PRIVADA FOR…
PRIVADA meets the discerning needs of architects, building developers and end users 

who desire a beautiful, simple and functional privacy solution for exclusive restrooms. 

Think luxurious hotel lobbies, Class-A offices, VIP lounges, luxury suites and high-end 

restaurants; wherever the clientele demands a highly distinctive experience. 



EDUCATED
DECISION

www.privadacubicles.com





www.privadacubicles.com

TAILORED TO TASTE
Get the look you want with the function today’s patrons demand. Customize 

heights and hardware to fit any design. Choose from durable anodized  

aluminum or stainless steel hardware finishes with concealed fasteners 

and connection points. 

LIMITLESS FINISHES
Your imagination is your palette. PRIVADA is available in a virtually limitless 

range of high pressure laminate (HPL) finishes and wood veneers. 



PRIVADA PROFILE  
BANK GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS

To create a high-end, room-like environment for employees, a publicly traded 

bank in Pasadena, Calif. chose PRIVADA for its global headquarters. The cubicles 

complement a dynamic lighting scheme and floor tiles, which appear to reflect 

the finish (Sterling Ash by Wilsonart). 

LOCATION: Pasadena, Calif. 
ARCHITECT: Space Light Structure Design
BOBRICK REP: Mega Architectural
DISTRIBUTOR: Stumbaugh & Associates



www.privadacubicles.com

BUILT TO LAST
Backed by a ten-year warranty,  

PRIVADA mechanical parts have  

undergone 100,000 cycle-tests without failure.

HARMONIZE
Complement your PRIVADA installation  

with harmonizing accessories  

 for inside or outside the cubicle. 

AMERICAN DESIGNED,  
AMERICAN MADE

Designed in California and manufactured  

in the American heartland.



ELEVATED DESIGN. EDUCATED DECISION.

Learn more. Consult with a rep. Get PRIVADA. 
www.privadacubicles.com 

PRIVADA


